Stonebreaker, SMC student hurt in car crash

Observer Staff Report

A Notre Dame football player and a Saint Mary's student were injured in a car accident about 2:30 a.m. Saturday.

Notre Dame junior Michael Stonebreaker and Saint Mary's junior Ursula Garzia were hurt in the single-car accident. Their car, a Jeep Cherokee station wagon, was traveling southbound on U.S. 33 when it ran off the road near Cripe Street. The car struck a stop sign, went over 30 feet and hit a utility pole, said Roseland police Cpl. Larry Miller.

Both were taken to Memorial Hospital, where they underwent surgery. Garzia was released Sunday in serious condition. She sustained internal injuries and facial lacerations. Stonebreaker was listed in fair condition, sustaining a broken right kneecap, a dislocated right hip, and lacerations.

Khomeini meets with Shevardnadze, asks for stronger ties with the Soviet Union

Associated Press

NICOSIA, Cyprus—Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini said Sunday he wants strong ties with Moscow to help fight the "devilish" West, and Iranian legislators reportedly agreed to consider breaking ties with Britain.

Khomeini's overtures to the Soviet Union, which he previously condemned for its atheistic ideology, came during a 10-hour meeting with Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze.

It was believed to be the first private meeting between Iran's 88-year-old revolutionary patriarch and a foreign minister, according to Iran's official Islamic Republic News Agency.

IRNA said Shevardnadze did not ask Khomeini to withdraw his order for Moslem zealots to assassinate British author Salman Rushdie because of his book "The Satanic Verses." Britain reportedly asked Shevardnadze to press Khomeini to give a reprieve to Rushdie, whose book has been denounced as insulting to Islam.

There was no mention of the affair in Shevardnadze's speech," said IRNA, monitored in Asia.

The meeting with Shevardnadze came two days after Khomeini declared Iran does not need relations with the West. This issue has divided the Tehran hierarchy between those who favor more relations with the rest of the world, and hardliners who favor continued isolation.

Rushdie has been in hiding since Khomeini's Feb. 14 excommunication order, and Iranian religious leaders put a $5.2 million bounty on his head.

In protest, Britain withdrew all its diplomats from its embassy in Tehran, which had been reopened in December after an earlier rift of more than a year. It also asked Iran to discuss possible diplomatic relations between the two world giants.

Associated Press

BEIJING—President Bush reminded Sunday about "our home away home" at the Chengwennmen Protestant Church, telling Chinese worshippers that a strong faith in God helps people to cope with difficult problems.

Just before going into meetings with top Chinese officials, Bush mixed secular and spiritual talk in brief remarks to roughly 1,400 worshippers seated in the sanctuary of the church hidden behind high stone walls.

Speaking through an interpreter, he said that while relations between the United States and China are basically sound, "Sometimes our problems can seem bigger than life itself—intratable and fearsome. But I am convinced that, with each other, with our faith in God, we can meet any challenge, and we will.

Bush was meeting with senior Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping later Sunday, with Cambodian resistance leader Prince Norodom Sihanouk. He also planned a series of meetings with other high-level Chinese officials.

Bush and his wife, Barbara, lived here in 1974-75 when Bush was the head of the U.S. Liaison Office in the period just before the formal restoration of diplomatic relations between the two world giants.

The attention of Bush's top aides on the trip continued to be diverted by the administration's problem with the John Tower nomination in Washington.

In Beijing, White House chief of staff John Sununu asserted that Democrats "are getting nervous" about the upcoming Senate vote on the defense secretary-designate, and that some of them appeared to be coming around.

Bush plans to meet with a group of Senate Democrats at the White House early next Tuesday, the day after he returns from his trip to the Far East. The administration is trying to salvage the Tower nomination after the Senate Armed Services Committee last week voted against recommending the former Texas senator's approval by the full Senate.

In a gesture reminiscent of Ronald Reagan's hosting of Soviet dissidents in Moscow last year, Bush has invited China's most famous dissident, Fang Lizhi, to a Sunday night banquet.
Ya pays ya money, ya takes ya chances

Mark McLaughlin
News Editor

INSIDE COLUMN

Well, here it is, a Notre Dame fairy tale based on reality. There's even a moral to the story...

Once upon a time there was a basketball game against Temple. It seemed like the student body got up on the wrong side of bed. A couple of bad calls from the referees, and the mood got ugly. By midway through the second half, the usual crowd references to the referees' marital habits were going full strength, despite the cheerleaders' attempts at motion cheers.

Along comes a television time out that was a bit more interminable than usual. The band, attempting to keep the crowd going, had launched into one of those stirring renditions of the "Hey song," well, all of a sudden the game starts, then it stops. The referees confer. Then over the public address:"By NCAA rules, the band is not allowed to play during the progress of the game."

So the crowd decides to play the "Hey song" anyway, though I think the band egged them on a little. "Hum-de-hummm-hum...Hey!" and so forth. It was funny at the time. Look! Here comes Dick Rosenthal, matter of fact director of bands. He yells at the band, apparently for inciting the crowd or something. Yet the crowd keeps humming along...

The moral of the story is that Notre Dame, like anything else in life, is what you make of it. The band and the crowd decided to make something of Notre Dame that day against Temple. Maybe it wasn't Dick Rosenthal's vision of Notre Dame, but it was their own.

We oftentimes make a big deal complaining about the decisions that are made by the powers that be at Notre Dame. Alcohol, sex, parking, social life...we bitch a lot but it seems that we do little.

Some of the groups on campus have decided to make their compromises with Notre Dame. The cheerleaders do Dancin' Irish stuff to preclude Rosenthal. The band plays "Amazing Grace" because the Year of Cultural Diversity image has been stuffed down their throats. The Observer has stopped running alcohol advertisements to avoid a tangle with the dry-campus crowd under the Dome. This paper decided to knockle under because it was easier. So did the band and the cheerleaders, though at least the cheerleader coach had the guts to resign.

If you don't have the guts, then compromise is fine. But perhaps it's not as admirable.

I've seen a lot of negative press about Notre Dame in this space over the last five years. Some of it has been mine. Some of it has been valid; some of it hasn't. But the bottom line is that if you don't like the alcohol policy or parking lots or parking in the frozen tundra, then go drink and screw around and park in Main Circle for three hours. And if the administration decides to send you to counseling, then take it like a hero.

In the end, the administration isn't Notre Dame. The football team isn't Notre Dame. The alumni aren't Notre Dame. For four years of your life, you are Notre Dame. Or better yet, Notre Dame is you.

***

This being my last writing for The Observer, I'd like to say a few words to a great many people who have made this job easier over the years. So to Phil Johnson, Tom Doyle and Mike Paese, Bill Hickey, Jim Riley and Chris Bednarski, the entire Public Relations office, Mom, Cheryl, and especially the Big O staff members: thank you.

And to those of you who haven't made my job easier, at least you've made it interesting.


c-H RISTMAS IN APRIL

EVERYONE IS DOING IT! HELP REPAIR A HOUSE OF A NEEDY SOUTH BEND FAMILY
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Stanford and Zahm battle in Iceberg Debates final Tuesday

Special to The Observer

The Iceberg Debates final, pitting Stanford and Zahm Halls, will cap a five-week competition Tuesday, Feb. 28 at 9 p.m. in the Heasburgh Library Auditorium.

The debates began Jan. 30 as the first campus-wide debate series to be held annually on social justice issues in a single-elimination tournament. Five weeks, 28 teams and 112 competitors later, the Iceberg debates are coming to a close. Stanford and Zahm will debate the topic, "That U.S. economic aid to a Latin American country should be tied to the improvement of that country's record of upholdings the human rights of its citizens."

Stanford will take the affirmative side of the debate while Zahm will argue the negative side in a standardized format used throughout the debates. A five-member panel of faculty and graduate students will judge the debate and present their observations, according to Iceberg Debates Chairman John Jedlicka.

A $500 award will be presented to the winning hall for its general fund by University President Father Edward Malloy. The runner-up will receive $250 for its general fund, McKenna said.

A reception in the Library Lounge will roll the debate final.

Aviation and FBI bomb experts conduct investigation of United Airlines' jet crash

Associated Press

HONOLULU--Navy and Coast Guard ships Saturday searched 3,000 square miles of ocean for debris from a jumbo jet in an effort to determine whether structural failure ripped open the plane, hurling nine people to their deaths.

Investigators gathered to begin examining the damaged United Airlines jet, which made an emergency landing Friday with a 10-foot-wide, 40-foot-high hole in its right side. The Boeing 747 had been en route to Auckland, New Zealand with 336 passengers and 18 crew members aboard.

Aviation experts said the most likely cause of the tragedy was metal fatigue. However, three FBI bomb experts from Washington were sent to join the investigation, along with a 21-member team from the National Transportation Safety Board and a smaller team from Boeing.

Six Americans, two Australians and a New Zealander aboard United Flight 811 were instantly blown through the opening, and at least one was sucked into one of the jet's engines, authorities said. The airplane was at 20,000 feet when the accident happened.

Honolulu hospitals reported treating 27 people, mostly for minor injuries.

Five people remained hospitalized and were taken by life boat to nearby U.S. Navy ships and helicopters. A vessel Friday found a second life boat but did not investigate any plane debris.

Two airplane seats, a cushion and a 4 by 6-foot piece of metal removed to be from the jet, Coast Guard spokesman Keith Spangler said.

The nine missing passengers were identified as Susan Craig, Robert Craig and Morris Merrick, New Zealand; and Dr. John McKenna, Australia.

The Coast Guard also searched the Pacific about 100 miles south of here for debris from the plane. A vessel Friday found two airplane seats, a cushion and a 4 by 6-foot piece of metal removed from the plane.

The Coast Guard spokesman said.
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$1 billion in heroin seized by agents in Chinatown

Associated Press

NEW YORK—It wasn’t like the “French Connection” heroin bust. There was no careening car chase, no “Popeye” Doyle cracking the case.

But agents who smashed a Hong Kong-to-Chinatown narcotics ring last week stumbled onto the largest heroin haul in U.S. history when they seized $1 billion worth of the drug.

“‘Popeye’ was about the size of this case. This seizure is much bigger than the ‘French Connection,’” said U.S. attorney Andrew J. Maloney, who prosecuted some of the cases stemming from the drug ring that inspired the Oscar-winning 1971 film.

“The biggest seizure from the whole ‘French Connection’ was about 220 pounds. But this—everybody was amazed by the size of this seizure.”

Federal authorities on the night of Feb. 20 hit three locations in the borough of Queens, grabbing 828 pounds of 90 percent pure heroin from Southeast Asia—enough to supply one out of every five U.S. heroin addicts for a year.

The amount of heroin was so big that when Assistant FBI Director James M. Fox arrived at his office Tuesday morning, he cautiously asked if a radio report he had heard was correct: Had 300 pounds of heroin really been seized?

“No,” replied a colleague, with a straight face. “It was 828 pounds.” “We didn’t know if we were going to get just a couple of pounds (of heroin) or what when we went in,” Fox said three days later. “What a way to start the week.”

Eighteen suspects were arrested in New York City and 13 in Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, Singapore, Hong Kong and Canada. Seized along with the drugs was $3 million cash.

Fox, putting the seizure in perspective, said the FBI had taken in just over 500 pounds of heroin in all of 1988. The celebrated Pizza Connection case, in which heroin was distributed nationwide through pizzerias, produced 18 convictions but no major drug seizure.

While a bust of this size will hurt the heroin trade, Maloney acknowledged it was no death blow.
Fed encourages higher rates to ward off possible inflation

Associated Press
WASHINGTON--The Federal Reserve Board's decision last week to boost its key lending rate to 6-3/4 percent is likely to be followed by further credit-tightening moves and even higher interest rates, many analysts believe.

They say the central bank's move to increase the discount rate by a half percentage point to 7 percent on Friday came too late and was too mild to stem an inflation spiral, and that further steps to cool the overheating economy will be necessary.

"The Fed is signaling that it's definitely trying to encourage higher rates in order to fight the inflationary pressure," said Donald Cakirzak of the Economic Forecasting Center at Georgia State University. "The only question is whether they're signaling a little late and a little timidity," he said.

Boosting the discount rate, the fee the central bank charges for short-term loans to banks, is the strongest signal Fed can send of its concern about inflation.

The Fed also has been employing more subtle credit-tightening moves for the past year, reducing the availability of cash and thus driving up the interest rates that banks charge when making loans.

Major banks last week boosted their prime rate--charged to the most credit-worthy commercial customers--for the second time in 11.5 weeks as lenders continue to pass along their higher costs for funds.

A variety of lending rates covering everything from home mortgages to new cars are expected to ratchet upward as a result of the latest round of Fed tightening, and the pattern is expected to repeat itself.

"Until the Fed sees some clear evidence that the economy is slowing down, it is going to continue to tighten," said economist David Wyss of Data Resources Inc. in Lexington, Mass. "It believes the economy is running too fast, inflation is accelerating and it's going to put on the brakes. But it takes awhile for the brakes to work."

Higher interest rates are used to gradually moderate economic growth to avoid the higher prices caused by tight labor markets and supply bottlenecks.

Dirty dancing

Roger Hrop and Laura Poitouanovich dance the night away at the all-campus SYR held on Friday.

Finnish claim 'sex holidays' necessary

In Finland, adults who want to alleviate the stress of everyday life should have sex more often and even consider taking "sex holidays," according to a draft report prepared by a government-appointed committee.

The committee concluded that Finns should concentrate more on the joys of sex and the sense of well-being it brings and less on negative things such as lewdness and sexually-transmitted diseases, a member said.

The panel's work was described in a story published last week in the country's largest newspaper, Helsingsan Sanomat. The publisher notes for a draft memo the committee sent to the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs.

The memo recommends that people be "given the possibility of taking sex holidays during which they can forget pressing matters and concentrate on relaxing in erotic pleasure and satisfaction.

The rules were written by a member of the Eroticism and the Promotion of Health Committee, appointed by the ministry a year ago to study health and sex in Finnish society.

Sexually transmitted diseases such as gonorrhea and syphilis are decreasing in Finland, the latest figures show 243 known HIV carriers and 41 AIDS cases, only a slight increase over the same period last year.

Paulina Aarva, a member of the committee, said the education campaigns have worked well, but she wants more discussion of the positive aspects of sex.

"What we have to do is to be able to talk about sex in a positive manner. It seems that whenever the subject is brought up it is either in association with such negative elements as AIDS, diseases, abortions or as something lewd and dirty," she said.

China continues from page 1

quiet. Bush has also invited several other leading proponents of democratic reform to the Texas-style barbeque. In his letter to President Yang Shangkun and other leaders.

Bush, at the urging of dozens of U.S. lawmakers, is expected to bring up China's suppression of pro-independence activists in Tibet and China's human rights record in general.

From the time he arrived in this sprawling city on Saturday afternoon, Bush had been greeted with well-wishers. At a banquet Saturday night, he said that U.S. and Chinese leaders "owe it to mankind to work together."

During his talk Sunday, Bush noted that his daughter, Dorothy LeBlond, had been baptized at the Chonw tengen Protestant Church here in 1975, when she was 16.

That gives us a special feeling of identity and warmth," he said.

Iran continued from page 1

Iranian diplomats to leave Logdon.

The 11 other European Community countries as well as Norway, Sweden and Canada, recalled their top diplomats from Iran, and Teheran brought its ambassadors home.

No diplomatic ties have been formally broken. But religious leaders in Tehran last week called for a break with Britain.

IRNA said more than 180 of the 270 deputies in Iran's Parliament sponsored a bill Sunday to put relations with Britain to the vote. The bill was "passed overwhelmingly," making it a priority at the next parliamentary session Tuesday, IRNA said.
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Pool, Clubhouse locked intercom entrances
Washer & dryer in each apartment flexible leases
( also - furnished executive suites )
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America must support the Contra cause

It's been one year now since we "gave peace a chance" in Nicaragua. That is, about one year ago, after a lengthy bat-
tle between the Reagan Administration and Congress, the House voted to cut off military aid and during the Contras. Democrats and liberal special interest groups argued that with the Contra War ended, the Sandinistas would lose their excuse for repression and would begin to democratize. So, one wonders: What is the Sandinista record of the last twelve months?

Kevin Smant on politics

The respected columnist Charles Krauthammer asked the same ques-
tion, and came up with disturbing results. The Sandinistas continue to practice repression. They admit to holding 3000 political prisoners. Un-
doubtedly they have more, but even this number is extremely high, it is equal to one tenth of one percent of the country's population. To put this in con-
text, the American equivalent would be 600,000 individuals. Whatever electoral and municipal elections have been postponed, strikes repressed, and labor leaders murdered by soldiers. As San-
dinistas do these naturally to refugees. An estimated 500,000 to 700,000 Nicaraguans have fled the country between one-fourth and one-sixth of the population. ABC News last month reported that 1000
Nicaraguans per week escape. Not only
San-dinista Agrarian Reform Minister Oscar Arnulfo Rivas is the Żone winner last year, but the revolution rewards, but it also punishes. If anyone raises a strike ban-
ner, we hear, they will be off his hands. Do they flee Sandinista repression, but also a disastrous economy. Inflation now runs 22.0 percent annually. These internal problems have not stopped the Managua regime from turning its attention to its "allies" in other nations. The Sandinistas continue to serve as sanctuary and supplier to the Marxist rebels in El Salvador, who recently have escalated their assas-
sination campaign against mayors and their attacks against urban centers. Is it a coincidence that Honduras has also just undergone a wave of assassina-
tions of government officials? I suppose now I should berate liberals, both here at Notre Dame and in America, for not heeding these facts.

Honoring one's parents

For all the tender moments my par-
ents and I shared at Enten's Weekend, I could not help but feel the strain as the whole bulwark of pa-
rent authority met head-on the liberal framework of independence I have worked to develop at Notre Dame. Back then and asked to turn and recognize "our parents, without whom we wouldn't be here" was like throwing a freshman to the haunting Irish closet monster which lurks behind the rheto-
ric of the "Notre Dame family." The beast feeds on guilt and his bite incul-
atutes a monstrous idea which I think, sadly, tortures many Domers: that their parents' wishes are relevant to what they do with their lives.

Marty Tracey

guest columnist

Only the Fourth Commandment carries a promise along with its injunc-
tion. Presumably, the values behind this other commandments are evident enough so that rewards need not be ap-
pended to them to provide incentive for their observance. However, the Fourth Commandment, "Honor your father and your mother," is qualified by the phrase "that your days may be pro-
longed, and that it may go well with your children". Clearly it is not some kind of obse-
quious surrender to our parents' wishes, nor is it necessarily to choose a career which will secure the parents' retirement. If it were, one might wonder if Jesus' choice of "messianic prophet" might reflect some poor fin-
cial planning. Upon undertaking his ministry, Jesus shows a disinclined bor-
dering on disregard for his family. "Jesus does not call Joseph promises. How they stand in the light of his life outside to see him, he answers, "My mother and my brothers are those who hear the word of God and do it." (Lk. 14:26). We do with our lives is neither ours nor our parents' to decide. Children have their careers but need becolds, be it secular or religious. And while the opinions of others close to us are not negligible in discerning our respective calls, ultimately only the individual can tell where God is leading him. The irony is that those who honor their par-
ents in the old sense usually do well and live long, whereas the Fourth Commandment promises, how they stand in the light of the Gospel is another matter.

Marty Tracey is a junior theology major.
Accepting cultural diversity

For too long now I’ve been standing on the outside waiting for others to grow up, and I’m tired of waiting. For too long people have prejudged me, have formed opinions of me, or have assumed I was something they heard about me was true. And for too long I’ve been blocking out this eighth grade behavior and keeping everything inside. Well, hear me out now.

Diane Alvarez guest column

Since I was born, I’ve always been teased by kids, “Are you mixed?”, “Are you a zebra?”, “Or are you an oreo cookie?” Not that it was anyone else’s business, or that it should make any difference. But I excused their cruelties and knew that, deep down inside, we all had a lot of growing up to do. Now that we’re all in college and have good educational backgrounds, I thought others would have grown up as much as I have. Was I ever wrong? A large number of black people here on campus feel I look too white for them, I act too white, and I talk too White for them. A good number of white people who know me are afraid to ask what it’s like to be a minority, what my social preference is, and how I know all the black athletes. A majority of men on this campus feel inferior to varsity athletes and just because I have a few football players for friends, they assume I only want to talk to football players.

So, for the record… my father is Spanish, and my mother is Black, but should anyone care because there is no one in the United States who can say they’re 100 percent black, white, or any other nationality. As human beings, we have been on this continent too long for all nationalities not to have interacted with one another in point in time. Just look around, there are too many different shades of skin hair to assume that, if you don’t act a certain way, you’re not living up to your nationality.

As far as the way I act or talk, environment and family have a lot to do with that. I am aware of my family, and I’m not afraid to share love, warmth, and happiness with others outside of me. And as for my voice or the way I talk, I’m an En- glish major who won’t lower my voice others because their appearance is dif ferent from yours.

Don’t be afraid to sincerely ask ques tions because that’s the basis for learning in life. Don’t believe in gossip, rumors, or assume facts because you’re only lowering yourself to the maturity of an eighth grader if you do so.

JPW is an important event

Dear Editor:

In response to Miss Walsh’s column on JPW I would simply like to ask one question. What is different about JPW? For freshmen, sophomores, and seniors the answer should be nothing. The candidates can continue their normal routines of sleep, study, and relaxation without the help of the junior class. That being said, the JPW committee was formed just for memor able weekends at Notre Dame. It is a special time to meet the parents of your room mates, and to spend quality time with your own parents.

I feel sorry for those juniors unable to participate in JPW, but I feel espe cially sorry for those like Miss Walsh who would “escape the drudgery of JPW” to drink in Leicester Square.

Gary Gerlacher Dillon Hall Feb. 22, 1989

JPW seemed all too short for juniors

Dear Editor:

As members of the junior class, we have a few comments concerning Christine Walsh’s anti-JPW article in Wednesday’s Observer.

Donnesbury

Garry Trudeau

P.O. Box Q

Throughout all of Miss Walsh’s com plaints about her “horrible” weekend, she failed to mention exactly how JPW interfered with her social life. Was there something about the presence of juniors’ parents that forced students to resort to some alternative lifestyle, such as going to Theodore’s or spending the whole weekend in the library? We suppose that in honor of JPW, every hall recreationally “acted a certain way,” and as for the voice or the way, I talk, I’m an En glish major who won’t lower my voice others because their appearance is different from yours.

We only hope that Miss Walsh will share with us the solutions to the “problems without a resolution,” and the meaning of life.” That she discovered during the “JPW Ordal” in her next column.

Keesen Whiteside Christopher Spegele Dillon Hall Feb. 22, 1989

A call to vote thoughtfully

Dear Editor:

For the past week the candidates vying for Notre Dame’s student body president and vice-president have cov ered our campus in the form of posters on our bulletin boards, personal ap pearances in our dorms, a debate in Cushin Auditorium. Each of us has worked hard to distinguish ourselves by sharing their vision for the up coming year.

As we watch the election develop and look at the platforms of each ticket, it has caused us to reflect upon our role over the past year. There have indeed been a great number of successes as well as occasional setbacks; however, we realize the great number of ways stu dent government directly impacts the lives of all of us. Student government assumes many roles ranging from the planning of off campus to representing student interests to the University administration. The success of student government, and thus the quality of student representation, depends upon the active par ticipation of its readers.

Thomas P. Doyle Student Body President Michael M. Paez Student Body Vice-President Feb. 24, 1989

Have something to say? The Viewpoint page depends upon the participation of its readers. All members of the Notre Dame/Saint Mary’s community are encouraged to submit comments; receive preference. All submissions are subject to editing. Address articles to Viewpoint, P. O. Box Q, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556.

Don’t think you’re getting so ed ucated? The Viewpoint page doesn’t learn from others outside the classroom.

Don’t be afraid to introduce yourself to someone of a different nationality. If you don’t stop comparing yourself to others, you’ll never be happy with yourself.

My apology to anyone who feels of fended by this article or feels I’m being harsh on others. Don’t misunderstand me. I don’t think the student body as a whole, or even the majority of the student body, is closed-minded, cold, or self-centered. But a significant number can pull all down as a community. Over all, this article is meant to be a reminder to all to love one another for who we are on the inside. We can all learn from the happiness, mistakes, and pain of others.

A very special thanks to my friends, roommate, and family who have been there for me and especially those who have given me advice when I needed it. Diane Alvarez is a Junior English major and education minor.

Quote of the Day

‘Good and evil both increase at compound interest.’

—C. S. Lewis
Working for justice in South Africa

SARA VOIGT
accent writer

Through his research and teaching, Professor Peter Walshe tries to achieve a noble goal. He aims to heighten awareness about the horrors and injustices of apartheid in South Africa.

Walshe has taught at Notre Dame in the departments of government and international studies since 1967. Currently he teaches courses about Third World and African development. He has recently been awarded a MacArthur Foundation study grant for the upcoming academic year. This grant will allow him to research and write a new book on the role that Christianity and liberation theology play in the anti-apartheid movement in South Africa. According to Walshe, only one of his previously published books has "gained the distinction of being banned in South Africa."

Walshe's concern and compassion for the evils of apartheid, however, emerged long before this book was published. His first book in the early 1960s, South Africa is Walshe's homeland. He was born into a devout Roman Catholic family who accepted his students what it was like being black in a predominantly white society. I gradually began to understand the deep injustices in South Africa."

It was during his experience at the University of Lesotho that Walshe realized his goal. He decided to teach the underprivileged and to report and support protests and anti-apartheid movements in South Africa. These noble goals took Walshe back to Oxford in the 1970s, where he researched the rise of African nationalism in South Africa. He studied the Ango-African relationships which protested apartheid until the group was banned in the 1980s.

Walshe's current study grant will allow him to study how many churches in South Africa have become increasingly involved in anti-apartheid measures. Walshe plans to focus his research on changes in Christian theology, such as the emergence of a prophetic Christianity that turns activist and gets involved in political movements. He wants to study the suffering Church.

Due to the heavy oppression, Walshe said that it requires determination to continue working in banned protest organizations. When finally, "I believe that the eventual outcome of this struggle will be freedom for black South Africans. Unless the government supports anti-apartheid movements with tough international sanctions, however, there will be continued repression and a gradual escalation of a bloody civil war."
 została by odczytana po stronie internetowej.
Irish break three-game slide

By FRANK PASTOR
Sports Writer

Sophomore forward Krissi Davis scored a career-high 22 points on 11 of 12 shooting to lead the Notre Dame women's basketball team to a 69-56 victory over Midwestern Collegiate Conference rival Xavier Saturday night at the University of Cincinnati's Fifth Third Arena. The win erased a three-game losing streak for the Irish, who fell to Dayton 67-65 Thursday in a game marred by 22 fouls.

After falling behind early in Saturday's game, the Irish relied on their half-court trap, combined with effective outside shooting and rebounding in coming back to tie the game 33-33 at halftime.

Kim Blanton staked Xavier to a three-point lead immediately following the intermission before Notre Dame went on a 26-6 run over the next 11 minutes, including an 11-0 Irish run. Karen Robinson's eight steals sparked the scoring burst.

"Our press was very effective," said Irish coach Muffet McGraw. "It was 42-46 at one point, and then we forced a few turnovers in a row. We got them 11-0 and that was it. They never came any closer."

Notre Dame's starting backcourt turned in a pair of outstanding performances against Xavier. Sara Lieberscher scored 14 points and pulled down seven rebounds to tie Davis for the team lead. Point guard Karen Robinson also scored in double figures, pouring in 10 points for the Irish.

But the key to the game was a solid defense because we were in foul trouble all game." Notre Dame's victory over Xavier eliminated the Lady Musketeers from contention for the MCC tournament.

Dayton defeated Notre Dame Thursday despite hitting only 39 percent of its shots, compared to 41 percent for the Irish. However, the Flyers outshot Notre Dame 21-1 in the charity stripe.

"(The foul shooting) was a big factor in Thursday's game," said McGraw. "Dayton has a good inside game, and when you take the ball inside as much as they did, you'll draw a lot more fouls." Toette Pleasant scored 16 points to pace a Dayton squad that placed four players in double figures. Kalitra Good- man and Cindy Fredricks poured in 14 points apiece, while Lisa Green added 10 of her own. Lieberscher led all Notre Dame scorers with 14 points before fouling out in the second half. Davis also fouled out for the Irish.

"We just shot so poorly," said McGraw. "That was a real problem for us. It hurt our defense because we were in foul trouble all game."

Notre Dame's victory over Xavier was a major milestone for McGraw. "It was a real big factor in Thursday's game."

"We also played very well defensively," said McGraw. "We held them to 52 points, which was the lowest they've scored in the last five games."

"We had a lot of turnovers," said Davis. "We turned it over 15 times."

"It was a real good win for us," said McGraw. "We needed to get back into the MCC tournament."
Irish tennis talk of the town
Bayliss has netters clicking in second year as coach

By BOB MITCHELL
Sports Writer

Who's responsible for the men's tennis team's shocking 11-4 record this year?
Is it coach Bob Bayliss who is trying to imitate Lou Holtz, and turn around a program in three years? Could it be No. 1 Dave DiLucia, the Chris Jack­son of collegiate tennis? Doesn't he know he is only a freshman? Or is the culprit Brian Kalbasa, who at times seems like he would rather fight in the Bengal Bongs than swing a tennis racket?

Whatever the reason, the Irish made believers out of three teams this weekend at the Eck Pavilion. For doubting Thomases who follow the men's tennis team, rest as­sured that Notre Dame's record is no fluke.

The Irish converted Colorado, Illinois, and Iowa to this belief. Moreover, the Irish clinched two out of their three victories in the singles competition.

On Friday, Notre Dame cor­ralled the Buffaloes of Colorado with a 5-1 victory. The doubles contests were decided in two sets be­cause they could not change the outcome of the match.

In the third meeting between the two schools, the Irish took their first-ever vic­tory. This year's victory was extraordinary considering in 1988 Colorado won the match in the singles, and this year, the Irish returned the favor.

"We're playing a lot better than they were last year," said Colorado coach Ron Smarr. "They believe in themselves more, and are a lot tougher in the crunch." No. 1 Dave DiLucia snared a straight-set victory, 7-6 (7-3), 6- 4 against Dennis Lacko. We come to blows only when nationally ranked foes, all ahead of him. The 5-11 freshman has knocked off the No. 29, No. 49, and No. 60 players in collegiate tennis.

The Colorado contest was the stage for senior Dave Reiter's reemergence in singles play. Reiter dusted off the cobwebs of his singles' game to earn his first victory since April 22, 1988. Reiter who is one-half of the No. 3 team came up on the winning side of the net. Kevin Johnson in two sets, 6-3, 6-2.

Ryan Wenger snapped a three match losing streak at the No. 5 position by knocking off Jeff Kocher, 7-6, 6-2 in a baseline battle.

Against Southern Illinois, the Irish pounced on the Salukis early to catapult them to a 6-3 win. The Irish, on Saturday morning, captured four singles victories and two of three doubles to ink their tenth win of the year.

"I am not going to underestimate these guys, "said Bayliss. "But once I started playing, I got tough. I am serving well, and everything is starting to come together."

Notre Dame, winners of four out of its last five matches, has gained more confidence, and learning to attack from his own backhand.

The Iowa matchup provided the setting for DiLucia to extend his winning streak to 12 matches. The last time DiLucia lost was Feb. 4 against Ohio State.

"I took a month off from playing during Christmas and that didn't help," said DiLucia. "But once I started playing, I got tough. I am serving well, and everything is starting to come together."

Notre Dame, winners of four out of its last five matches, has gained more confidence, and learning to attack from his own backhand.

"I keep getting surprised by these guys," said Bayliss. "But I am not going to underestimate these guys again. This weekend, we didn't dazzle anyone but we are learning to attack from his own backhand."

"I keep getting surprised by these guys," said Bayliss. "But I am not going to underestimate these guys again. This weekend, we didn't dazzle anyone but we are learning to attack from his own backhand."
Two-mile relay squad qualifies for NCAA tourney

BY SCOTT BRUTOCAO
Sports Writer

Notre Dame played host to the Alex Wilson Invitational on Saturday at the Meyo Track and Field. For the two-mile relay squad, it was a last chance at achieving a goal that had been, at least for one member, very elusive.

It was the last chance for senior Joe Hippler, who had just missed qualifying for the NCAA's both of the last two seasons. This season, however, Warth and the entire two-mile relay squad were not to be denied.

In grand fashion, Notre Dame placed third in the two-mile relay finals with a time of 7:24.70, right behind Villanova and Georgetown.

"For me it's like the four years have finally paid off," said Warth, who runs the final leg of the race. "It feels great after all these years finally to get to go." In his sophomore year, Warth missed qualifying for the NCAA's in the 1000 meters by 0.7 seconds. A year later, Warth missed qualifying in the half-mile by 0.2 seconds.

"I was beginning to wonder what it took to get to NCAA's," said Warth. "I was going into the meet, we knew we were going to qualify. We had a completely different attitude going in, and that atmosphere made the difference."

The squad was aided by the strength of its competitors as well, to which coach Joe Plane went to great lengths to invite the best two-mile relay teams in the country. Plane's endeavors were made good with five NCAA qualifying times by Villanova, Georgetown, Notre Dame, Loyola (Ill.), and Rutgers.

"Getting that group to qualify for NCAA's is great," said Plane. "I don't think many people realize how great of a time that really is. They ran very well and they deserved to go on their performance."

Now the Irish squad is in the position to compete for the national title in the two-mile event. Warth feels the team's chances are excellent.

"I think we're as good as any relay team in the country," said Warth. "We can beat any team."

On the other end of the spectrum is freshman Brian Pep­pard, a native of Dublin, Ireland, who runs the first leg of the race. "I'm excited to the moon to go," said Peppard. "When I first came over to South Bend in August the coaches told me that the NCAA's are going to be a little better and we'll be able to win."

Although no other athletes qualified for the NCAA's, several qualified for the upcoming IC4A's on March 4.

Fifth-year senior and All-American Dan Garrett, previ­ously out with injuries, qualified for the IC4A's in the 3000 meters with a time of 8:13.26.

Sophomore Ryan Cahill qualified in the same event by running the event in 8:13.86.

For the Irish look at how pitiful you really are, and you're special!" said Warth.
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Pasquerilla East defeats Lewis; teams must play again tonight

BY KEN TYSIAC
Sports Writer

In women's Interhall basketball action on Sunday, Pasquerilla East got a 23-25 victory over the Rebels to force another game between the two teams.

The winner of tonight's contest between Lewis and P.E. will play Breen-Phillips, which went for a forfeit victory over Badin Sunday, in the three-point play to 25.

Lewis cut it to 25-23 in the first half, Lippa free throw with 10 seconds to play, but could come no closer as P.E. ran out the clock.

P.E. coaches Ray Flannery and Joe Hippler attributed their victory to increased defensive intensity and good rebounding in the second half.

The winner of tonight's rematch between P.E. and Lewis will have to beat P.E. twice in order to win the championship, because both P.E. and Lewis lost once in this double-elimination tournament. P.E. remains one victory away from the Inter­ hall championship, however, by virtue of its unbeaten record in the playoffs.

Hey! March 1st is the last day to register for club memberships this year

Notre Dame faculty

Have your son or daughter live in South Bend's newest, most exciting condominium development while at Notre Dame.

* 1 mile from Notre Dame
* New construction
* Tax Abatement
* Security Systems
* A profitable investment**

Call Taripp Development Corp.
Contact Christopher Matteo
(219) 232-8256

Happy 21st Birthday, Keli!

We all think you're special!

Dad, Mom, Scott, Mark

Hey! March 1st is the last day to register for Club memberships this year
Senior wrestlers go in style with convincing win

By GREG SCHECKENBACH
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame wrestling team demolished a much improved Marquette squad 44-2 at the Joyce ACC in the last dual meet of the year Saturday.

In a sense, the match was the end of the beginning for the Irish. It was the last match for seniors Jerry Durso and Chris Geneser, who four years ago put Irish wrestling on the map. They will end their careers as the top two wrestlers in Notre Dame history. Senior Pat Boyd may wrestle again next year if his injury hardship is approved. Otherwise, this is the finale for the catalysts of Notre Dame welding.

Co-captain Durso won his final regular season match very uneventfully with a forfeit at 134 pounds. This victory improves his career win record to 125-36-1.

Geneser, who is also a captain, won easily by technical fall in just under five minutes. That brought him to within one victory of Phil Baty who is currently second on the all-time list with 118 wins. Recently, Geneser changed weight classes moving down to 167 pounds from 177 pounds in his 24th victory at the Oklahoma match on Feb. 4.

In the 145-pound match, Boyd (19-4) won a major decision 16-3 against an overmatched opponent. Todd Layton recorded his 24th victory at the 150-pound level, winning 6-3 in a slow moving match. Layton is currently fourth for the Irish in total wins this season behind Radenbaugh, Durso, and Geneser.

Sophomore Mark Gerardi (19-12-1) pinned his opponent in just 1:17, his tenth pin of the year. Gerardi qualified for the NCAA tournament last year as a freshman at the 138-pound level. Tomazic (18-12) won by technical fall at seven minutes in his first match at 177 pounds.

Tied Irish 157-pounder came at 190 pounds when freshman Tom Salvino was tied by Marquette’s Jon Pfeiger 5-5.

This was Salvino’s first action since the beginning of the year due to a knee injury.

In the heavyweight division, Chuck Weaver won a major decision 16-4 in what was one of his easier matches of the year. Weaver, who has been improving as of late, recorded his 15th win.

This weekend, the Irish will travel to Des Moines, Iowa, for the Western Regionals. Last year, Notre Dame placed six wrestlers in the tournament which is a qualifying meet for the national tournament.

The Irish ended their dual season with a 10-3 record, the best in Fran Camic’s five-year stint.

Bengals continued from page 16

over fellow freshman Colin Mullaney in the middleweight title contest, and freshman Mike Trainer bested sophomore Brett Bruder with neatly lefts in pounding out a unanimous super middleweight decision.

Freshman Mike O’Neill scored a unanimous decision over second-year law student Patrick Fay for the cruiserweight crown, while sophomore Sam Elston battled junior Tom King in a unanimous decision to capture the super cruiserweight title.

NOTES: Former Bengal Bout award winner Robert Siegfried ’37 presented classmate Father Edmund P. Joyce, C.S.C., with the 50th Annual Bengal Bout Award to honor his support of boxing at Notre Dame.

CELEBRATE
SPRING BREAK ‘89
IN FT. LAUDERDALE AT
SUMMERS on the beach
FT. LAUDERDALE’S PREMIERE CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB
18 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITTED
10 A.M. to 6 P.M. POOLSIDE PARTIES
LIVE D.J., EMCING POOLSIDE CONTEST • WATER VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT • FREE T-SHIRT RELAYS • THE RELAYS OF CONTEST • CASH PRIZES • FREE T-SHIRTS AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS
7 P.M. to 8 P.M.
NOTRE DAME PARTY • TUES. MAR. 7
FREE OPEN BAR FROM 7-8 P.M. WITH PAID ADMISSION • ENTER ADULT COLLEGE STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 AND 8 P.M. WITH PROPER COLLEGE I.D.
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!
EVENINGS
SUMMERS ON THE BEACH PRESENTS... FURY FT. LAUDERDALE’S FINEST ROCK ‘N ROLL BAND NIGHTLY PLAYING THE BIGGEST DANCE MUSIC...
NOTRE DAME PARTY • TUES. MAR. 7
ONE FREE SOFT DRINK
GOOD FROM 7-8 P.M. NIGHTLY
KENTUCKY DERBY FANS CUSTOMIZED
Summers on the Beach • 218 S. Atlantic Blvd. • Ft. Lauderdale, FL • (305) 460-6978 LOCATED 1/2 BLOCK NORTH OF LAS OLAS BL ITS ON LA &
ADMISSION 18 YEARS AND OLDER (ID REQUIRED)
S P R I N G B R E A K ’ 8 9
Arizona downs Blue Devils

Associated Press

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. - Sean Elliott scored 24 points Sunday and No. 2 Arizona needed a missed free throw with one second left to beat No. 9 Duke 77-75 and set up a probable return to the top spot in the poll.

Elliott gave the Wildcats the lead for good with a 3-pointer with 54 seconds left that broke a 70-70 tie. He also grabbed 10 rebounds in his matchup with fellow player of the year candidate Danny Ferry, who had 29 points and 12 rebounds. Anthony Cook finished with 19 for the Wildcats and Matt Muehlbach had 14.

Christian Laettner had 12 points and 10 rebounds for Duke. Arizona improved to 22-3 and has won 14 of 15, while Duke, 21-5, has a seven-game winning streak ended.


Texas continued from page 16

scored on a Jacobs double to put the Irish up 16-5. Sass drove in Jacobs for the final run of the inning.

Catcher Ed Lund singled home the final Irish run in the eighth.

Texas came back with four runs in the eighth, but reliever Mike Coffey ended the Texas rally and earned his second save of the season, despite facing the tying run at the plate in the ninth.

"Texas is a perennial college baseball power," Murphy said. "They've had four national championships, their coach (Cliff Gustafson) is a legend, and they've got a great tradition. This is a credit to these kids, to come in here and come out on top like this."

James Sass played a vital role in Notre Dame's win against Texas over the weekend. Theresa Kelly recaps the roadtrip beginning on the back page.
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GMAT

Directions: For the following question, select the best answer choice provided.

1. Only if we know human nature can we know the nature of the true good for human beings. And only if we know the nature of the true good for human beings can we arrive at an idea of the truly just society. Thus, if we know human nature we can arrive at an idea of the truly just society.

(A) What one human being thinks is good might not be good for anyone else.

(B) Many people have arrived at ideas of the just society.

(C) It is quite possible to know human nature without coming to a general agreement.

(D) Arriving at an idea of the just society may require more than knowledge of human nature and knowledge of the good for human beings.

(E) Arriving at an idea of the just society may be something that another human being thinks is quite possible, but not good.

If you think this year's new GMAT section is easy, try reading this.

Go ahead. Try it. Not so easy, huh? Especially when you realize how much it stinks when you're taking your GMAT.

That's why you need Stanley Kaplan. Only the Kaplan course that helps you prepare for this year's greasy, impossible, new section. By anticipating and tackling all the changes all the time.

Which means, if you thought look for the correct answer to the question at the bottom of the page, you'll time you began looking into Stanley H. Kaplan.

KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
1717 S. SOUTH BEND AVE.
SOUTH BEND, IN 46637
219/272-4135

American Red Cross

Be a volunteer.

Student Business Board

is now taking applications for

General Manager

oversee the three student-run businesses—Adworks, the Cellar, and Irish Gardens—and a $160,000 budget

applications & job descriptions available at the Secretary's desk (2nd floor LaFortune).

completed applications due March 3 at 5 pm.

Not just a resumé builder, it's the best business experience on campus

ICEBERG DEBATES

TOMORROW NIGHT

Library Auditorium 9-10 P.M.

FINAL ROUND

STANFORD

VS

ZAHM

"That U.S. Economic Aid to a Latin American country should be tied to the improvement of that country's record of upholding the human rights of its citizens"

Sponsored by Student Government and the Center for Social Concerns
NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Some R.P.I. grad
2 On Sicily island group
3 Shakespeare’s misanthrope
4 Remedy alloying pain
5 Speedily
16 City on the Ebro
18 Suborn
19 Gamer
20 Nine-year-olds
22 Scurvy churl
23 Corks
24 GMT stop
25 An edible mushroom
26 Tiny interstice
30 Crusaders’ foes
32 Draft trials
33 Weapon collection
35 Won at musical chairs
36 Ending for dictator
37 Eye, in Avila
38 City in Paraguay
41 Defective behavior
43 Theological deg
45 Where the Ringing Muleh of Art is
48 Having a soft palate
50 Blog
51 Computer General’s aggy
53 Alpino native

CAMPUS
7 p.m. ND Communication and Theatre film “Red Desert,” directed by Michelangelo Antonioni, Annenberg Auditorium.
9:15 p.m. ND Communication and Theatre film “CBS Reports: Hunger in America,” directed by Debra Muldoon, Room 214 Math Building.

LECTURE CIRCUIT
10:10 a.m. Language department lecture “Conception and Misconception: The Problem of Intercultural Stereotyping,” by Arno Heller, University of Innsbruck, Austria, Room 318 O’Shaughnessy.
11:30 a.m. Economics department workshop “Property and Economic Development: The Case of Appalachia,” by Debra Muldoon, Room 131 Decio Faculty Hall.
3:30 p.m. Mathematics colloquium “Representing Homology Classes by Spheres,” by Dr. Dariusz Wilscynski, Wilkinson, East concourse of the Hesburgh Library.

DINER MENUS
Notre Dame Grille
Sausage Griddle
Baked Chicken
Sweet & Sour Pork
Broccoli Casserole

Saint Mary’s
Roast Beef
Spaghetti
Broccoli Cheese Omelette
Dei Bar

NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD

DOWN
1 Wintermelon
2 Captivates
3 Cousins of ponchos
4 Benedict
5 Soil Comb form
6 Absolute pitch
7 Concern of WHO
8 Prophet or Pissurah ending
9 Appendage
10 Medicinal form
11 Medieval root
12 Flower
13 This is used to cure prolavine

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

1 Rodeo appurtenance
2 Winter Olympics locale: 1984
3 Key Revolutionary battle: 1777
4 Apkely
5 January hrs in Iowa
6 Unusual: Comb. form
7 Change of direction
8 Numbat’s tidbit
9 Forceful
10 Pythagorean theorem
11 Ramadi native
12 Single-seeded fruit
13 Truman’s hometown
14 Tajan’s courtyards
15 Honest Egyptian goddess
16 Burros and yoghs
17 Flavor enhancer, for short
18 Hubby
19 Number of fingers and toes

COMICS
Bloom County

REST UP ST. PATRICK’S DAY IS COMING
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**Noone joins elite with victory in finals**

**Shannon wins football battle**

By **MARK O’SULLIVAN**

Sports Writer

In a super lightweight battle that electrified a Stepan Center crowd of 3,605, Brian "The Cannon" Shannon outslugged an extremely game Steve Roddy in a unanimous decision to cap the scintillating evening of sweet science that also saw bantamweight Mike "High" Noone join the illustrious quartet of four-time champions in the 50-year history of the Bengal Bouts.

Noone displayed the class and courage of a true Fighting Irishman as he dissected an overmatched Pete Bottini and mercurially as possible while chasing the ghosts of previous fourth championships. Noone’s Reidar St. Roland Chambree, and Anthony Ricci.

After bloodying Bottini with a barrage of hooks, Noone, a senior from Brewster, N.Y., planted a right to the ribs that minted his fourth crown at 1:05 of the third round.

Two other fighters who successfully defended their crowns were boxing club officers Doug Biolchini and Vance Beelbe, both juniors who will chase the trifecta next year.

Biolchini needed a strong third-round showing to retain his junior middleweight champion status on a split decision. Beelbe hammered out a lopsided unanimous decision over "Slim" Reidar to dispel his "Pretty Boy" appellation in seizing his second successive light heavyweight title.

In the night’s most controversial decision, junior welterweight David "Junior" Purtell switched to a southpaw style to capitalize with a big third round in taking a unanimous decision from Pat Griffin. The walk-on defensive back from Cincinnati accustomed the crowd to the big-punch attack that had the Stepan Center rocking when Shannon staked a claim to offensive-line supremacy upon scoring a unanimous decision over defensive lineman Roddy.

In the other finals, junior Joe Dieterle won the flyweight decision unanimously over second-year law student Tom Berens, while senior Dan Schierl’s left jab proved the margin of victory over senior Bill Hession for the featherweight title.

Senior Troy Duncan’s power-packed right forced two standing eight counts which senior Michael Canavan could not overcome in the lightweight title bout, and senior Dan Schneider won a narrow split decision over freshman Matt Rautzlan for the welterweight crown.

Freshman Kenny Wale hammered punshing rights in scoring a unanimous decision in hopes that two of three is not bad against Canoe.

Mike Noone follows through with a punch to Pete Bottini in the final of the bantamweight flight.

Friday night, Noone became a four-time champion after the fight was stopped in the third round.

---

**Big second half lifts Georgia Tech over Irish**

**Oliver keys Tech on both ends of court**

By **STEVE MEGARGEE**

Assistant Sports Editor

ATLANTA—When Georgia Tech basketball coach Bobby Cremins entered the Alexander Memorial Coliseum court Saturday, he saw a group of about 50 fans dressed just like him, complete with the trademark gray hair.

Those Cremins imposters were the reason the Yellow Jackets coach enjoyed in the first half of his team’s 90-80 win over Notre Dame. The Irish led by as much as 17 points in the first half, thanks in part to Tech’s 7 of 30 shooting from the field.

"They just had," said Cremins. "I couldn’t believe the first 15 minutes. I didn’t know what was going on."

What was going on was some uninspired play by the Jackets and perhaps the best half of the season for Notre Dame. Behind Joe Fredrick’s 13 points and a 27-16 rebound advantage, Notre Dame jumped to leads of 22-7 and 36-13 before going into intermission ahead 41-30.

The game was over seven minutes old before Tech got its first points from someone other than Tom Hammond, who finished with 15 points for the game. Tech’s other big gun—Dennis Scott—shut 2 of 11 with three turnovers in the first half.

"I was really upset at the way I came out and made some bad turnovers," said Scott. "I got down and missed a lot of easy shots. Coach just said, ‘Don’t let up or give up.’"

Whatever Cremins said must have worked. In the second half, the Jackets (19-9) outrebounded the Irish 22-12 and shot over 70 percent from the field to walk away with the victory.

"I thought Tech played very, very well in the second half," said Irish coach Digger Phelps. "They came out with more intensity and did a better job rebounding. They did a better job of running the transition game."

"We just didn’t do a good job in the second half," said Cremins. "We have to take the second half and, Tech took it away from us."

The second half’s first points came when Scott nailed a three-pointer that raised the volume of an already deafening capacity crowd and set the tone for the rest of the game. Scott scored 10 points as Tech started the half with a 20-9 run that cut Notre Dame’s lead to 51-50.

Notre Dame (17-6) lost the